Energy barriers of the key annealing reactions of neutral and charged point defects in SiC are calculated with ab initio density functional theory methods. In order to effectively search for the lowest energy migration paths the preliminary path is first established based on ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations. The energy barrier of each hop is then calculated via climbing image nudged elastic band methods for paths guided by the AIMD simulations. The final paths and barriers are determined by comparing different pathways. The annealing reactions have important implications in understanding the amorphization, recovery, and other aspects of the radiation response of SiC. The results are compared with the literature data and experimental results on SiC recovery and amorphization. We propose that the C interstitial and Si antisite annealing reaction may provide a critical barrier that governs both the recovery stage III and amorphization processes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Silicon carbide (SiC), due to its high temperature stability and low neutron-capture cross sections, is a promising candidate for structural and cladding applications in nextgeneration nuclear reactors. [1] [2] [3] Currently, SiC is being used to reduce fission-product release from the tristructural-isotropic (TRISO) fuel particles, 4 which are used in high-temperature gas-cooled reactors. 3C-SiC is the most widely explored SiC polytype for structural applications in nuclear reactors. 5 The response of SiC to radiation has therefore been studied extensively. One of the most dramatic responses of SiC to irradiation is its tendency to undergo radiation-induced amorphization (RIA). The amorphous phase has a lower mechanical strength, 6 and amorphization transition is also accompanied by swelling. 7 The accumulation of point defects is believed to be one of the main contributions to RIA of SiC and likely the dominant driving force for RIA during electron irradiation. 2, [8] [9] [10] [11] However, due to the complexity of defect energy landscape (EL) in SiC, the detailed mechanisms for RIA are still a subject of a debate. In this work, we aim to understand the mechanisms by which point defects can annihilate and therefore heal the radiation damage and at what temperature these mechanisms are active.
RIA in SiC, especially under electron irradiation, is believed to occur when the accumulation of point defects exceeds the critical level of damage. 10 The rate of damage accumulation is a result of the competition between the production and annihilation of point defects. A variety of point defects are produced in a short time (<ps) of a radiation cascade, including C interstitial (C i ), C vacancy (V C ), Si interstitial (Si i ), Si vacancy (V Si ), C antisite (C Si ), and Si antisite (Si C ). Thermal annealing enables interactions among point defects, and the interaction between pairs of defects in different recombination reactions is generally invoked as the primary method of defect reduction (in addition to interaction with sinks like grain boundaries and surfaces). Considering that the mobility of interstitials is much higher than that of vacancies, our work will focus on the interstitial-involved reactions in which no vacancy diffusion is required, such as the recombination reactions between interstitials and vacancies and the kick-out reactions between interstitials and antisites. For the recombination reactions, the homogeneous reactions among conjugate defects of the same sublattice (e.g., C i + V C → C C ) can heal the material of damage and have been proposed to be the key processes governing the rapidly increasing dose to amorphization with temperature. 12 Heterogeneous recombination reactions (e.g., C i + V Si → C Si ) between defects from unlike sublattices result in the formation of antisite defects, which result in some measure of healing but not completely. The kick-out reactions (e.g., C i + Si C → C C + Si i ) can only partially heal the damage by removing antisites, which reduces the chemical disorder of the material and hinders the amorphization in SiC. This kind of kick-out reaction can alter certain features of the dose to amorphization vs temperature curves 12 Since the homogeneous recombination reactions and kick-out reactions are critical in healing radiation damage in SiC, we focus our study on these processes.
The annealing properties of irradiated SiC have been studied by various experimental techniques, including photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, 13 optically detected magnetic resonance, 14 deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS), 15, 16 positron annihilation spectroscopy, 15, 17 electron spin resonance (ESR), 17, 18 and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) together with the isochronal annealing. 2, 19 The sharp reduction of D 2 (a second set of lines between 2.25 and 2.10 eV) PL intensity after 1600
• C indicated a possible hightemperature lattice recovery in as-grown and ion-implanted 3C-SiC, but the specific defects and recovery mechanism are not established. 13 DLTS and resistivity measurements in 3C-SiC showed that 90% of defects in neutron-irradiated SiC can be removed by annealing at 350
• C. 16 Through DLTS in 4H -SiC (n-type 20 or p-type 21 ) and 6H -SiC (n-type 15 ), multiple annealing stages were observed. 20 Three annealing stages were discovered by ESR. 17, 18 The annealing kinetics were investigated by RBS together with isochronal annealing analysis, and the corresponding activation energies were estimated. 2, 19 Each annealing stage corresponds to a significant decreasing of disorder at a certain range of annealing temperature. The present knowledge of barriers and proposed mechanisms for the recovery stages in 3C-SiC, 6H -SiC, and 4H -SiC are summarized in Table I . In each polytype of SiC, there are three recovery stages, which are similar on both C and Si sublattices. 2 Here we take 3C-SiC as an example to summarize the recovery mechanisms reported in literature. Stage I (0.2 eV < E a < 0.5 eV) has been attributed to the recombination of close C or Si Frenkel pairs (FP), 22 in which the distance between interstitial and vacancy is small (d FP < 0.7a 0 , where a 0 is the lattice parameter of a unit cell). Stage II (0.7 eV < E a < 0.9 eV) has been associated with the migration of C i , 23 close Si FP recombination, 22 or reaction V Si + C i → C Si . 24 Stage III (1.3 eV < E a < 2.4 eV) has been related to the C-FP recombination, 22 migration of Si i 23,25 or V Si , 23 or the transformation from V Si to a carbon vacancy and carbon antisite complex (V C -C Si ). 24 These interpretations are not conclusive for at least two reasons. First, for stages II and III, the proposed mechanisms are different in different references, so it is clear that there is no consensus on the mechanisms. Second, the recovery stages were associated not with annealing reaction barriers but with migration barriers of defects. The migration energies of 0.74 eV for C i , 1.53 eV for Si i , 4.10 eV for V C , and 2.35 eV for V Si used in Refs. 23 and 25 do not match well with the recent ab initio migration barriers of 0.50 eV for C i , 0.83 eV for Si i , 3.66 eV for V C , and 2.70 eV for V Si from Refs. 26 and 27. Unlike metals where migration barriers govern the recombination reactions, recombination barriers in SiC can be greater than the migration barrier, and these high barriers can have profound implications on the amorphization response. 12 If no additional barrier is considered, the critical temperature to amorphization is too low, as predicted using the no-barrier model in Ref. 12. Due to the importance of defect reactions in governing the long-term microstructural evolution of the material, we need to consider the annealing reactions between point defects, such as recombination and kick-out reactions, and determine which reaction or reactions play a critical role in each recovery stage.
In addition to qualitative interpretations of damage recovery, the energy barriers of point-defect reactions are important input parameters for defect evolution models, which are capable of simulating amorphization or other long-term evolution of point defects in the material. These models are typically either rate theory models 10, 12 or kinetic Monte Carlo simulations 28 parameterized with thermodynamic and kinetic data. However, the present understanding of recombination kinetics in SiC is not complete for such models to be accurate. Considering the homogeneous recombination reactions (C i + V C → C C and Si i + V Si → Si Si ), multiple studies have been done, but the values obtained for the corresponding recombination barriers are different. For example, the recombination barriers (E r ) for Si FP (Si i and V Si ) were calculated as 0.03 eV in Ref. 29 12 have identified three categories of ELs based on the values of the recombination barrier (E r ), the trapping barrier (E t ), and the migration barrier (E m ). For C-FP recombination, Bockstedte et al. 30 gave a migration EL (E r E m , E t E m ), and this suggested that E m of C i set the upper-limit barrier of the recombination of C i and V C . We note that the migration EL is equivalent to a diffusion-limited reaction, but we refer to it as a migration EL to be consistent with the notation from Swaminathan et al. 12 Lucas et al. 31 suggested a recombination EL (E r > E t ≈ E m ). Roma et al. 29 reported a more complicated trapping EL (E r > E m , E t > E m ) with the C i being trapped near the V C forming a C i -V C complex. One possible reason why the calculated recombination barriers and the ELs are so different between studies is that the ELs have many local minima and the final results can be quite sensitive to the initial path chosen for calculations. The choice of the initial path poses a significant challenge especially in multicomponent systems. The interaction between point defects can distort the EL severely over many neighbors distance between the defects and makes it difficult to guess the path a priori. Thus, we are motivated to choose a better initial choice of minimum energy path for the minimum energy paths and then determine the energy barriers.
In this work, we use ab initio methods to study the key annealing point-defect reactions in SiC by carefully establishing the paths for the reactions based on a series of simulations. Specifically, we use ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulation to first determine the path taken by one of the defects participating in the reaction. This path is then used to guide ab initio reaction barrier calculations via the climbing image-nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method. 34 The initial CI-NEB calculations are made much shorter by breaking the hop into segments, with start/end points at apparent local minima of the initial path. To support that the CI-NEB results found the correct path, we also use the drag method, 29 which is able to include many images and has been used to study GaAs 35 and SiC 27, 29 for cases where it was hard to obtain converged results from the NEB method. In general, the drag method is not expected to be more accurate than CI-NEB results, but it can be useful to identify cases where limited images or other problems may cause the drag method to converge to an inaccurate barrier. Using the above approaches, we study the C i + V C and Si i + V Si recombination and C i + Si C and Si i + C Si kick-out reactions. These reactions cover the possible reactions between two basic point defects through which damage can heal completely or partially. The detailed procedure of finding the path and calculating the barriers are illustrated for each point defect reaction in Sec. IV. Finally, our ab initio results are compared with the previous computational and experimental data in Sec. V.
II. METHODS
Ab initio calculations were performed with the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) [36] [37] [38] [39] in the framework of density functional theory (DFT) and the projectoraugmented wave (PAW) method. The exchange-correlation was treated in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), as parameterized by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof. 40 The PAW potentials were generated with the following valence electronic configurations: 3s2 3p2 for Si and 2s2 2p2 for C. We also checked to what extent the choice of the exchange correlation function [GGA as opposed to the local density approximation (LDA) used in Ref. 30 ] influenced the results. The difference between recombination barriers obtained using GGA and LDA is smaller than 0.2 eV/defect, thus the choice of GGA vs LDA for the exchange correlation should not have a large influence on our results. 31 We used 3 × 3 × 3 cubic supercells of 3C-SiC containing 216 atoms (217 atoms for kick-out reactions). The system-size convergence was checked by comparing the energy barriers in 64-atom cell with those in 216-atom cells. The energy barrier difference is within an acceptable error range of 1 meV/atom. We chose to use the larger 216-atom cell because our systems often include two defects. For our 216-atom (217-atom) cell, we used a 2 × 2 × 2 K-point mesh, which had an error lower than 1 meV/atom when compared to a 3 × 3 × 3 K-point mesh. An energy cut-off of 450 eV was used.
In order to find the minimum energy path effectively, we used AIMD simulation as a guide for our CI-NEB calculation. The two defects are located in the simulation cell such that one is the fourth (or sixth) nearest neighbor (NN) to the other. The NVT ensemble was then used to simulate the time evolution of the defected system at a temperature of 2000 K, which is below the melting temperature of SiC (∼3123 K) and is just high enough to observe the recombination/kick-out path. AIMD at these high temperatures may take paths that are not relevant at lower temperatures, which is a limitation of using such high temperatures. However, these temperatures are necessary to see recombination events on practical time scales for investigating many paths. In practice, these high-temperature AIMD searches did yield novel low-energy paths for lower temperature migration. A time step of 3 fs was used, and we simulated each ensemble for about 6 ps. While this time step is too large for accurate long-time MD simulations, it is a reasonable compromise between time and accuracy for relatively short simulations focused on identifying the reaction path. Repeating several MD runs with a smaller 1-fs time step yielded similar reaction paths as those used with a 3-fs time step, demonstrating that this longer time step is generally adequate for the path identification. The path from AIMD contained some apparently intermediate stable positions, which were used to divide the path into subpaths. The energy barrier of each subpath was calculated via the CI-NEB method (typically with one or three images), which used the initial state, intermediate stable states, and the final state as endpoints. We also checked the possible bias effect of forcing these intermediate stable states as endpoints by removing them one by one and found that any bias effect is negligible. The drag method, which was used to check the CI-NEB results, drags the moving atom(s) from initial to final state. One coordinate of the moving atom was fixed. An anchor atom that was far from the moving atom was also totally fixed to prevent the shift motion of the whole system. Other atoms in the system were relaxed freely.
At finite temperatures, the critical quantity governing the defect formation and diffusion is the Gibbs free energy. 41 Since changes in pressure P and volume V are negligibly small in most cases, 41 the free energy for defect formation 27 and migration can be written in terms of the Helmholtz energy
where U f/m represents the finite-temperature formation or migration energy, respectively, and S f/m is the formation or migration entropy, respectively. As mentioned in Ref. 27 , the formation energy E f alone has been used for semiquantitative prediction of the equilibrium-defect concentrations to within a few orders of magnitude. Furthermore, since we are not predicting defect concentrations, we will not consider the finite-temperature contributions to formation free energies here. However, we will briefly discuss the possible impacts of finite-temperature effects on the migration free energies. Since changes in U m are typically governed by the equipartition theorem, they tend to cancel in the energy differences used to calculate migration and can therefore be ignored. The dominant finite-temperature effects are therefore likely to be from S m . In Ref. 41 , the entropy contribution to the free energy of activation for vacancy migration was 0.3 eV at 1800 K in 3C-SiC, which corresponds to about 2k B . Assuming this value is typical for S m , in the temperature range we are interested in (700 K or below), the scale of the entropy contribution to F m is around 0.1 ∼ 0.2 eV. These values are small enough to ignore and still allow semiquantitative determination of reaction barriers for understanding amorphization and damage recovery. We therefore will make the assumption that E m ≈ F m , where E m is the zero-temperature migration energy without vibrational contributions, and use E m for all our migration energies. However, at higher temperatures, the neglected terms in the free energy are likely to be significant, 27 and the present values must be applied only qualitatively. More complete calculations, including the vibrational degrees of freedom, should be pursued in future studies.
The defect-formation energy E f is given by
where E def is the energy of the defected cell, E perfect is the energy of the perfect cell, n i is the change in the number of species i (i = Si or C) when the defect forms, and μ i is the chemical potential of species i. We set μ i = μ 3 is the correction for the electrostatic energy proposed by Makov and Payne 42 and followed by Leslie and Gillan, 43 where α is the lattice-dependent Madelung constant, L is the length of the supercell, Q is the quadrupole moment, and ε is the dielectric constant.
In this work, we consider the Fermi level (μ F ) of SiC ranging from midgap to the conduction band minimum (the latter corresponding to a strongly n-type material), because the as-prepared SiC is generally n-type, [44] [45] [46] [47] and μ F of irradiated SiC is often considered to be pinned by defect levels around midgap. 48 However, due to the band-gap prediction errors in the DFT calculations [the band gap, E g , in 3C-SiC is about 1.20 (1.40) eV from LDA 27 (GGA) as compared to the experimental value of 2.37 eV 49 ], it is difficult to obtain from our calculations or the literature 27,30 the correct stable charge states for even isolated SiC defects with μ F at midgap and conduction band minimum. Furthermore, in this study, defect pairs must be considered, and the charge states of these defect pairs have generally not been explored previously. Among different methods proposed to solve the band-gap problem, a scaling approach by the use of a scissor operator 50 is a practical approach to treat our complicated system with defect pairs. While this scaling approach is a significant and poorly controlled approximation, 51 it is used here only for a few defects and only to determine qualitatively the relevant charge states over a range of μ F , not to determine precise defect-level positions.
III. STABLE CHARGE STATES, DEFECT PAIR STRUCTURES, AND ENERGIES
The stable charge states for isolated point defects and defect pairs when μ F is at the midgap and the conduction band minimum are summarized in Table II . The Green functionscreened Coulomb interaction (GW ), 24, 52 or hybrid results, 53 are used when they are available, and GW is preferred when there is any inconsistency. We compared these stable charge states with our results from the scaling approach and found that 9 of 10 results agree very well, and the only exemption is V C 054105-4 at the conduction band minimum (0 from GW , 2 + from the scaling approach). Considering such good performance of the scaling approach in SiC and the computationally expensive cost of GW and hybrid, for cases where no hybrid or GW studies are available, which include all antisites (C Si and Si C ) and defect pairs, we calculated charge states using the scaling approach. As shown in Table II , except for the neutral Si FP Si sp 110 + V Si with μ F at midgap, all of the stable charges of defect pairs are equal to the summation of charges of isolated defects for both midgap and n-type SiC. This general consistency suggests that the defect interactions do not change the defect-charge states in most cases. Table II also shows the formation energies (at C-rich condition) of point defects and defect pairs involved in key reactions at the stable charge state for the corresponding μ F . The definition of formation energies will be described in detail in the next section. While describing the path that the defects take to recombine, it is important to illustrate the relative position of the mobile defect atom in the simulation cell. To accomplish this, we extracted a region from the supercell containing the defects and described the positions of the interstitial atom in terms of the neighbor distance ranging from the first NN (1stNN) to the sixth NN (6thNN) with the vacancies (V C , V Si ) or the antisites (Si C and C Si ) as the origin (0thNN). Neighbors are counted independent of the sublattice, so for perfect SiC, the 1stNN are all of opposite type of the original atom. An example of the path that used stable configurations of C FP is shown in Fig. 1 . The relative positions of C i at 1stNN to 6thNN are marked by numbers 1 to 6. Among these configurations, the interstitial structures are C-Si dumbbells (C spSi ) in both 1stNN and 5thNN and C-C dumbbells (C sp ) for other configurations.
The orientations of dumbbells for these configurations are denoted as (1) C spSi 010 tilted , (2) C sp 010 tilted , (3) C sp 001 tilted , (4) C sp 001 tilted , (5) C spSi 010 tilted , and (6) C sp 100 tilted . C spSi 010 tilted means a C-Si split dumbbell at the Si site along the tilted 010 direction, C sp 010 tilted means a C-C split dumbbell at the C site along the tilted 010 direction, and the other cases are defined analogously. 
Configuration
Charge The interaction between defects is measured by the binding energy (E b ) of the defect pair, which is defined as the difference between E f of the defect pair and the sum of E f of the isolated defects. For example, for a C FP, we define
, where E f (X) is the formation energy of the X defect. Note that E b < 0 means the defects are attracted to each other. We define d def (in units of DFT lattice parameter a 0 ≈ 4.37Å) to represent the separation between two defects in a pair, e.g., the distance between C i and V C in the C FP. The E f , E b , and d def of neutral and charged defect pairs are shown in Table III . The corresponding μ F (midgap or conduction band minimum) at which the charge state is stable is marked in the parentheses. We choose the relatively well-separated defect pairs 4thNN or 6thNN as the starting point for the recombination paths. Most of the starting points have relatively small binding energies |E b | < 0.6 eV, except the 6thNN of C sp 100 + V C (E b ≈ − 0.83 eV), which has a quite high absolute value and may be of interest for future study. Thus, we assume that separations of most starting points are far enough apart and the migration barriers to farther neighbors are unlikely to differ significantly from bulk values.
IV. ENERGY BARRIERS
We summarize energy barriers of important hops in Table IV . The barriers (forward/backward) are calculated using GGA in a 216-atom supercell for recombination and in a 217-atom supercell for kick-out reactions. Several LDA results are also listed to help illustrate LDA vs GGA differences, which are within a range of 0.01 ∼ 0.27 eV. This indicates that LDA and GGA results for migration energies are comparable to each other. The corresponding literature data are also listed for comparison. We now explain the determination of the paths and energy barriers for these four reactions in detail. Note that 054105-6 for each reaction, the analysis starts with the system in the neutral state (no charge added to the cell) and determines the fastest path for recombination for that neutral state. Then the possible charge states (as shown in Table II ) that might occur for different μ F (midgap or conduction band minimum) are considered. The initial path for each charge-state reaction is taken from the fastest path of the corresponding neutral calculation. This approach assumes that the fastest path does not change significantly when the charge state varies in response to different electron chemical potential.
A. Recombination reaction C i + V C → C C
The recombination of C FP is a very important annealing reaction in SiC because it provides a direct mechanism to reduce the concentration of C i and V C , which are the dominant defects produced under irradiation. 54 It is also prevalent at quite low temperatures, as the C i atoms are the first defect type to become mobile with increasing temperature. 27 However, as discussed in the Introduction, the recombination barriers of C FP have a wide range of values in literature. To overcome this problem, we searched the minimum energy path of this recombination as follows.
For μ F at the conduction band minimum, the stable charge states of C i , V C , and C FP are neutral, as shown in Table III . From the AIMD simulation with a starting point of neutral 4thNN, the C i atom starts from position 4 (C sp 001 tilted ), passes the nearer positions 2 (C sp 010 tilted ) and 1 (C spSi 010 tilted ), and finally recombines with V C at position 0. Thus the path suggested from AIMD is 4 → 2 → 1 → 0. Note that we will often refer to neighbors in paths with just their numbers (i.e., 4 instead of 4thNN) to avoid cumbersome repetition of the NN symbol. for three hops along the 4 → 2 → 1 → 0 path, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Note that in Fig. 2 , the C interstitial atom is C166 (or C122), where here and below the numbered atoms refer to the atom index in the supercell used in the calculations. The 4 → 2 hop has a barrier of 0.90 eV, 2 → 1 hop has a barrier of 0.43 eV, and 1 → 0 hop has a barrier of 0.09 eV, and thus the recombination barrier along this path is 0.90 eV. Since the use of the two intermediate states at 1stNN and 2ndNN as endpoints may bias the path, we refer to them as constraints and will remove them from the path step by step. We note that if the intermediates are in fact stable local minima along the path, then for fully converged CI-NEB calculations the use of (i) a series of CI-NEB calculations with these intermediates as endpoints, or (ii) a single unconstrained CI-NEB with many images that passes through the minima, will be identical.
In this sense, the use of the intermediates does not really introduce any additional constraints and removing them should have no effect. However, due to computational limitations, the calculations here are done with few images, and convergence is a continual challenge. Therefore, it is not clear that the formally equivalent approaches (i) and (ii) are in fact numerically equivalent. Therefore, we will always use both approaches, viewing the intermediates as constraints whose removal might change the results due to numerical issues. Removing one endpoint at either the 1stNN or the 2ndNN, we got two similar paths: 4 → 2 → 0 with a barrier of 0.90 eV and 4 → 1 → 0 with a barrier of 0.86 eV. Since the 4 → 1 → 0 path has a slightly lower barrier, we will use it as an example to explain the removal of constrained endpoints as follows. We combined the two separate CI-NEB calculations (4 → 1, 1 → 0) into a 054105-8 single CI-NEB calculation (4 → 0). The latter CI-NEB images were taken as the peak of 4 → 1 hop, the endpoint 1stNN, and the peak of 1 → 0 hop from the former two separate runs. This allows the CI-NEB to optimize without forcing the path to pass through exactly point 1, as it is now an image rather than a fixed endpoint. The barrier along this less constrained path 4 → 0 [ Fig. 2(b) ] was calculated to be 0.86 eV. The barrier difference between 4 → 0 and 4 → 2 → 1 → 0 is about 0.04 eV, which is within the numerical error bar and shows both calculations yield essentially identical results. It is possible that the 4 → 0 calculation, with enough images and with guiding from AIMD, would find essentially the same pathway as 4 → 2 → 1 → 0. However, if the images for the 4 → 0 calculation are from linear interpolation, as shown in Fig. 2(c) , the barrier is 1.48 eV, which is much higher than the previous barrier; it indicates that the straight path is not favorable.
We also considered a starting point of the 6thNN (C sp 100 tilted ) because, like the 4thNN, it is a second NN of the 2ndNN position (where the 2ndNN was used as above to refer specifically to the interstitial being a 2ndNN of the V C ). The path suggested from AIMD is 6 → 2 → 1 → 0, as shown in [ Fig. 2(d) ]. The barrier along this path calculated via CI-NEB is 1.51 eV, which is contributed from the 6 → 2 hop. The barrier is significantly higher than the recombination barrier along the 4 → 2 → 1 → 0 path (0.90 eV). Thus, there is no low barrier path directly from the 6thNN to recombine, and it is presumably preferred for the C i atom to migrate from 6thNN to 4thNN with a barrier comparable to the migration barrier of C sp 100 , and then along the 4 → 2 → 1 → 0 path to recombine with V C . Therefore, the minimum energy path for recombination reaction C C +V C → C C is the 4 → 2 → 1 → 0 path with recombination barrier (E r ) of 0.90 eV. For this C recombination, E r is higher than the migration barrier of C sp 100 (E m ∼ 0.60 eV), and there is no trapping (E r > E t ≈ E m ), so the EL along this path is a recombination profile.
To check the CI-NEB result, we also used the drag method 29 to calculate the recombination barriers of C recombination. The initial and final points were still the neutral 4thNN and 0thNN of C FP. Between the two endpoints 4 and 0, the C i atom was dragged into 13 different positions along the 4 → 2 → 1 → 0 path. The z direction of the C i atom was fixed in each configuration, while it could freely move on the x-y plane. An anchor atom that was L/2 from the C i and V C was fixed to avoid the rigid body motion of the entire computational cell. Other atoms were allowed to relax freely. After this constrained relaxation of each configuration, we obtained a barrier of 0.91 eV along the 4 → 2 → 1 → 0 path, which is only 0.01 eV larger than what was obtained using the CI-NEB method. We therefore predict that the neutral C FP recombines with a barrier of 0.90 eV, which is 0.30 eV higher than the migration barrier of 0.60 eV for C sp 100 . The neutral C FP is stable for SiC with μ F at conduction band minimum, but when μ F is at midgap, the stable charge state becomes 4 + , which consists of C 2+ sp 100 and V 2+ C , as shown in Table II . The recombination path for C FP (4 + ) was found to be 4 → 2 → 0 from AIMD simulation starting from the 4thNN (4 + ), and the barrier was calculated to be 1.88 eV by CI-NEB. This value is much higher than the recombination barrier of the neutral C FP and a little higher than the migration barrier of 1.40 eV for C 2+ sp 100 (see Ref. 27 ). Therefore, the EL type of C FP (4 + ) recombination is also a recombination profile.
B. Recombination reaction Si i + V Si → Si Si
When μ F is around the midgap, from (0)] is more stable for midgap SiC. Due to the relative small binding energy of the 6thNN (E b ∼ − 0.52 eV), the interaction between Si sp 110 and V Si is relatively weak, and the landscape of interstitial hops for more distant neighbors is likely to be quite close to that of an isolated interstitial. Therefore, we consider the 6thNN as the starting point for our analysis of the recombination barrier of the Si FP Si sp 110 + V Si .
From AIMD simulation starting from the 6thNN, we can see that the recombination occurs following an interstitialcy mechanism: the Si interstitial atom (Si1) starts from the 6thNN site, then kicks out another Si atom (Si16) at the 2ndNN site, and the new Si interstitial atom (Si16) recombines with V Si . This path from AIMD is denoted as 6 → 2/2 → 0, where 2/2 means that the kicking out happens at the 2ndNN site.
The initial images for CI-NEB calculation were set up guided by the path from AIMD. The recombination barrier and EL for Si sp 110 + V Si FP recombination along the path 6 → 2/2 → 0 were obtained, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . The CI-NEB path was very similar to the AIMD path, as described above. The CI-NEB barrier along this path 6 → 2/2 → 0 is 0.03 eV, which was confirmed by the drag method and also matches with the results in Ref. 29 . This 0.03 eV recombination barrier is much lower than the migration barrier of 0.80 eV for Si sp 110 based on our calculation, and no trapping is found, which indicates a migration EL. Thus, the recombination of FP Si sp 110 + V Si along the path 6 → 2/2 → 0 is limited by the migration of Si sp 110 .
For μ F at the conduction band minimum, there are two kinds of stable Si FP Si sp 110 + V Si (2− ) and Si TC + V Si (2− ), for both of which the charge 2− is from V 2− Si . Their formation energies are similar to each other (13.39 eV and 13.18 eV for Si sp 110 + V Si (2− ) and Si TC + V Si (2− ), respectively), as shown in Table II . We focus initially on Si sp 110 + V Si (2− ) → Si Si (2− ), as the recombination path is similar to that in the neutral case described above, and the barrier of this charged defect recombination reaction is 0.17 eV. While this is somewhat higher than that for the uncharged defect, it is still very low, which is consistent with a migration type EL.
We also consider recombination from the Si TC + V Si (2− ) starting point, as it is actually the most stable Si FP structure when μ F at conduction band minimum. For Si TC + V Si (2− ) → Si Si (2− ), the AIMD starting from the 9thNN showed that the recombination path was following an interstitialcy mechanism, the Si TC (0) atom (Si1) kicked out another Si atom (Si2), and then the Si2 atom recombined with V Si (2− ), as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The recombination barrier is 1.85 eV, which is much higher than the barrier of Si sp 110 + V Si (2− ) → Si Si (2− ). Since the barrier for the transformation of neutral Si TC to Si sp 110 is about 0.5 eV from our calculation, the recombination for Si TC will involve one more additional step where Si TC transforms to Si sp 110 , then Si sp 110 recombines with V 2− Si . Thus, for the SiC with μ F at conduction band minimum, the recombination of Si FP is also limited by the migration barrier of 0.80 eV for Si sp 110 .
C. Kick-out reaction
This annealing reaction occurs by removing an antisite Si C , which was considered as an important defect in the amorphization of SiC based on a recent ab initio rate theory model. 12 Antisites play an important role when the chemical disorder is thought to cause the amorphization in SiC, as proposed in Refs. [55] [56] [57] . From the AIMD simulation with a starting point of 4thNN (neutral C i + Si C ) for n-type SiC, the C i atom started from position 4 (C sp 001 tilted ), passed position 1 (C spSi 010 tilted ), and kicked out the antisite Si C atom (Si1) at position 0. Then Si1 formed a Si-split dumbbell interstitial (Si sp 110 ) with another Si atom (Si34), which is the 1stNN of the original Si C . Thus the path from AIMD is 4 → 1 → 0, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . From the CI-NEB method, the barrier for the hop 4 → 1 is 0.61 eV, which is comparable to the migration barrier of C sp 100 (0.60 eV). When the C i atom arrives at the 1stNN position, if it undergoes a forward hop 1 → 0, the barrier is 1.34 eV (E r ); however, if it goes backward for a hop 1 → 4, it needs to overcome a barrier of 1.67 eV (E t ). As both E r and E t are higher than the migration barrier of C sp 100 (0.60 eV), the EL for this reaction C sp 001 +Si C → C C +Si sp 110 is a trapping profile. Thus, it is possible that the C i atom is trapped at the 1stNN. Such stable interstitialantisite clusters have been observed in MD simulations, 58 and, in some cases, clusters have shown to be reasons for amorphization. 59 Considering the stability of the trapped state, we can regard the reaction C sp 001 +Si C → C C +Si sp 110 as two reactions (i) C sp 001 +Si C → C spSi 010 −Si C and (ii) C spSi 010 −Si C → C C +Si sp 110 , where C spSi 010 −Si C represents the trapped interstitial-antisite cluster. Reaction (i) has a forward barrier similar to the migration barrier of C sp 100 but has a relatively large backward barrier, which indicates that the cluster C spSi 010 −Si C is hard to dissociate. Reaction (ii) shows C spSi 010 kicking out Si C and has a barrier of 1.34 eV. As shown in Refs. 12 and 60, there was no significant influence on the critical temperature of amorphization associated with treating this reaction as one step or explicitly including the intermediate-trapped state and treating it as two reactions. We will generally use the reaction C i + Si C → C C +Si i as a shorthand for the two reactions (i) and (ii) (e.g., as done in Sec. IV.3) but will provide data for both steps of the reaction.
If we consider the reaction C i + Si C → C C +Si i from the defects starting as 6thNN, the path is 6 → 1 → 0, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . The hop 6 → 1 has a barrier of 0.60 eV, the barrier of the forward hop 1 → 0 is 1.34 eV, and the barrier of the backward hop 1 → 6 is 1.75 eV. Both paths 4 → 1 → 0 and 6 → 1 → 0 have essentially the same trapping profile and similar values of E r and E t . The reaction C sp 100 +Si C → C C +Si sp 110 along path 6 → 1 → 0 is also equivalent to the two reactions (i) C sp 100 +Si C C spSi 010 −Si C and (ii) C spSi 010 −Si C → C C +Si sp 110 . Reaction (ii) is the rate-limiting reaction with a barrier of 1.34 eV obtained from CI-NEB. We find a barrier of 1.41 eV using the drag method, which is only 0.07 eV higher and suggests that the CI-NEB is robust.
When μ F is around the midgap, the stable charge state of defect pair C sp 100 +Si C is 2 + , which is contributed by the interstitial C 2+ sp 100 . When starting from the positions found for the neutral defect path, the kick-out reaction C 2+ sp 100 +Si C → C C +Si 2+ sp 110 changes little and remains similar to that of the neutral charge state. In this case, the rate limiting hop is also 1 → 0 (reaction (C sp 100 −Si C ) 2+ → C C +Si For the annealing between Si i and C Si , AIMD suggests two mechanisms for the path before the interstitial atom kicks out the antisite atom: (i) interstitialcy mechanism, where the Si-interstitial atom kicks out another Si atom; and (ii) interstitial (diffusing) mechanism, where the Si-interstitial atom diffuses by hops between interstitial sites. For the interstitialcy mechanism, the reaction path obtained from AIMD is along 4 → 2/2 → 0, as shown by the insets of Fig. 5(a) . At the initial point the 4thNN, Si1 and Si34 formed a Si-Si dumbbell (Si sp 110 ) at the upper left corner. The interstitial atom Si1 starting from the 4thNN moved to kick out Si16 and replaced it at the front face center. Si16 became the moving interstitial atom and kicked out C217 at the upper right corner (0thNN). Finally, C217 formed a C-C dumbbell with C150 (C sp 001 tilted ). The barrier along this kicking out path 4 → 2/2 → 0 is 0.97 eV, whose EL has a recombination profile, as shown in Fig. 5(a) .
If the Si i atom (Si1) followed the diffusing path, it moved along 4 → 0 to kick out the antisite C Si atom (C217), as shown by the insets of Fig. 5(b) . Si1 moved along a tilted 001 direction passing the 3rdNN (Si spC 010 tilted ). Then Si1 kicked out C217, which formed a C-split dumbbell interstitial (C sp 001 tilted ) with C150 at the nearest interstitial site of the original antisite. The energy barrier along the path 4 → 0 is 0.64 eV from CI-NEB (0.67 eV from the drag method). This energy barrier of the diffusing path is lower than that of the above interstitialcy path. Thus, the migration path 4 → 0 is preferred. Therefore, the final energy barrier of this kick-out reaction is 0.64 eV, which is lower than the migration barrier of Si sp 110 (0.80 eV). Thus, the EL of this reaction Si sp 110 +C Si → Si Si +C sp 100 is a migration profile, as shown in Fig. 5(b) .
When μ F is around the midgap, the stable charge state of the defect pair Si sp 110 +C Si is 2 + , which is mainly contributed from Si 
V. DISCUSSION
We now compare our results on the recombination barriers calculated using ab initio works with those from previous calculations and experiments. We note that for the cases tested, the barriers for the same mechanism calculated in a similar manner but with different DFT exchange-correlation approaches are generally relatively close to each other. The barrier difference between the available GGA/LDA/GW /hybrid calculations seems to be about 0.2 eV or less. All differences in GGA and LDA values (a total of 10 tests done in this work) in Table IV are 0.21 eV or less except for one value of 0.27 eV, which corresponds to a barrier of about 6 eV and is therefore still a very small percentage error. There are to date limited GW -and hybrid-barrier studies, so one cannot reliably know the impact of these more accurate methods on the migration kinetics. However, in Ref. 24 , the barrier of transformation V − Si → (V C + C Si )
− calculated using GW is only 0.15 eV (∼6%) lower than that from LDA with the same charge state. In Ref. 61 , the migration barrier for oxygen interstitial in silicon from GGA is 0.32 eV (∼12%) lower than that from a hybrid calculation. In practice, if the deviation of barriers between our work and others is larger than 0.2 eV (∼15%), it is typically due to having found different pathways or other reasons besides the DFT exchange-correlation approaches.
For the neutral recombination reaction C i + V C → C C (μ F at conduction band minimum), we found a curved recombining path 4 → 2 → 1 → 0 with a recombination barrier of 0.90 eV. In Ref. 29 , the recombination barrier was found to be 1.35 eV. It appears from Ref. 29 that the barrier was calculated along a different path, which was a combination of NEB paths (4 → 2, 1 → 0) and a constrained relaxation path (2 → 0). This difference in path is a likely explanation for why we found a different energy barrier. In Ref. 31, the barrier was 1.47 eV along a straight path 4 → 0 in the 100 direction. Their CI-NEB images were obtained through the linear interpolation. We also checked this straight path 4 → 0 and found its barrier (1.48 eV) was higher than that along the curved path 4 → 2 → 1 → 0 (0.90 eV) we found. Our barrier for the recombination of close C FP (hop 2 → 0) is 0.43 eV for the neutral state and 0.49 eV for the charge 1 + state, which are close to the 0.4 eV (neutral) and 0.5 eV (1 + ) in Ref. 30 . These values agree fairly well with the barriers (0.24 ∼ 0.38 eV) proposed from the MD simulation for close FP recombination in Ref. 22 . However, for C FP where the participating defects are well separated (the distance between C i and V C d def > 0.7a 0 ), the long-range interaction between C i and V C make the kinetics significantly different from that of free-interstitial diffusion.
Our results of the recombination barriers of neutral Si FP agree with the data in the literature. For example, our barrier of Si sp 110 + V Si → Si Si along the path 6 → 2/2 → 0 is 0.03 eV, which is the same as the corresponding barrier in Ref. 29 . For neutral reaction Si TC + V Si → Si Si , we obtained barriers for hops 3 → 0 (interstitialcy) and 9 → 0 (interstitialcy) as 2.26 eV and 1.76 eV, corresponding to the barriers in Ref. 31 of 2.37 eV and 1.84 eV, respectively. Furthermore, we determine the final recombination path barrier for Si FP recombination when μ F is at both midgap and conduction band minimum.
For the kick-out reaction C i + Si C → C C +Si i , we find a trapping path 4 → 1 → 0 with a forward barrier 1.34 eV and a backward barrier 1.67 eV. A trapping profile was also found by Bockstedte et al. 30 with a 2-eV forward barrier and a 3-eV backward barrier, but no explicit path was shown. The stabletrapped interstitial and antisite cluster has also been observed in MD simulations with interatomic potentials. 58 Finally, there has been no previous work of which we are aware on the kick-out reaction Si i + C Si → Si Si +C i .
Based on our analysis, we conclude that the differences in computed barriers reported in the literature for apparently similar reactions are mainly due to the different migration paths that are considered in those studies. Compared to the previous computational results, we have found paths with either a similar or lower energy barriers for each point-defect reaction in both neutral and charge states. Here, we summarize the results in Table V and compare them to inferred barriers from isochronal annealing experiments which associate specific barriers to defect recovery stages.
(1) C FP recombination C i + V C → C C occurs along a recombining path 4 → 2 → 1 → 0 with a barrier of 0.90 eV for neutral state when μ F is at the conduction band minimum and 1.88 eV for 4 + charge state when μ F at midgap. The 0.90-eV barrier is close to the activation energies of stage II 0.7 ± 0.2 eV from D + channeling analysis 32 and 0.89 ± 0.02 eV from the RBS and thermal annealing experiments. 23, 33 The barrier of closer C FP (hop 2 → 0) is 0.43 eV; thus, the recombination barrier of closer C FPs is limited by the migration barrier of C sp 100 (0.60 eV) and is likely related to the activation energy of 0.49 eV for recovery stage I (assessed from DLTS and resistivity measurements 16 ). The large barrier of 1.88 eV for 4 + -charge state when μ F at midgap is close to the energy barrier value 2.20 ± 0.30 eV (see Ref. 18) in the recovery stage III. These results show that the close C-FP recombination is consistent with the activation energy of recovery stage I, the well-separated neutral C-FP recombination is associated with the activation energy of recovery stage II, and the charged C-FP (4 + ) recombination is related to the activation energy of recovery stage III. 18 , which was also associated with the recovery stage III. It has not previously been clear that mechanism might explain the high barriers observed in stage III annealing. Reference 24 assigned the rate-limiting mechanism to the transformation V Si → V C + C Si , which was calculated to have a barrier of 2.32 eV. However, this reaction does not provide a clear path to healing, either through annihilating defects completely or by transforming defects into something with enough mobility to annihilate at the relevant temperatures. In Ref. 23 , the migration barrier of V Si was calculated to be 2.35 eV, but since the migration barrier of Si sp 110 is much lower, it might be expected that the Si recombination happens at lower temperature by the migration of Si i rather than V Si . However, since the mobile Si i can annihilate with not only V Si but also other defects or sinks, V Si may be left over and be healed during stage III. The migration energy of V Si is somewhat too high for most of the stage III energies that have been identified but is consistent with the highest values of stage III energies that have been measured. 18 Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that the stage III healing processes are those that control amorphization, but the migration energy of V Si is too high a value to be consistent with controlling amorphization temperatures [300 ∼ 500 K in SiC, consistent with ∼1.4 eV (see Ref. 60) ]. Therefore, it is not clear how significant a role, if any, is played by V Si mobility in the annealing stages of any given irradiated SiC. We propose that this stage III is dominated by the C i + Si C → C C +Si i reaction. Note that the Si i yielded by the reaction C i + Si C → C C +Si i is mobile and can easily recombine with V Si at stage III temperatures. Therefore, when combined with Si FP recombination, this kick-out reaction potentially allows for removal of all the defects involved in both reactions. Thus, the annealing between C i and Si C through this kick-out reaction could be the process associated with the recovery stage III. We also note that this reaction provides an energy barrier close to that associated with the critical temperature range to amorphization (300 ∼ 500 K) in SiC [consistent with energy barriers ∼1.4 eV (see Ref. 60 . Recent rate theory modeling 12 suggested that this C i and Si C kick-out reaction could play the key role in setting SiC's critical temperature to amorphization.
We also note that to reverse this reaction, the total barrier is 2.02 eV (2.02 eV to return to the bound C i + Si C complex and then 1.67 eV to unbind), which provides a possible mechanism to transform Si i into C i . Even though this reverse reaction happens, healing mechanisms for Si i point-defect types are predicted to be active at even lower temperatures, so we do not expect this transformation will have any particular impact on defect healing. Based on the above discussion, we can make the following qualitative assignments for the active migration and recombination mechanisms involving binary defect reactions for each recovery stage. Stage I (0.2 eV < E a < 0.5 eV) is associated with the migration of C i and recombination of close C FP. Stage II (0.7 eV < E a < 0.9 eV) is related to the well-separated C-FP recombination, or Si-FP recombination and Si i and C Si kick-out reaction, which are limited by the migration of Si sp 110 . Stage III (1.3 eV < E a < 2.4 eV) is attributed to the C i and Si C kick-out reaction with neutral state and charge 2 + state. Overall, if recovery stages I and II allow for the healing of all C interstitials, vacancies, and antisites [following the mechanisms described in items (1) and (4)], then the kick-out reactions combined with Si-FP recombination in stage III will allow for the healing of all the remaining damage in the material.
We note that these assignments for recovery stages in the thermal annealing process are based on the energetics of dilute defects. Such an approach is approximate, as the damaged material can have high defect concentrations, and defect interactions could significantly alter the dilute energetics. This defect interaction effect will be of particular concern for ion-irradiated materials, where the cascades may produce many defect clusters with strongly interacting defects. We note that these approximations are therefore likely most accurate for mildly damaged materials with low defect concentrations and particularly for electron irradiated materials where the defects are, at least when formed, expected to be predominantly point defects not in clusters. It is interesting to note that for systems just above the amorphization temperature or in the ending portion of the near complete damage recovery during stage III, one expects relatively few defects. Provided these defects have not clustered, the dilute point-defect energetics calculated here would be expected to provide accurate energetics. Thus, for the critical properties of the amorphization temperature and the temperature of the final recovery stage (stage III), we expect the energies found in this work to suffer the least from the diluteness approximation. It is for exactly these key temperatures that the newly determined C i and Si C kick-out reaction barrier is predicted to play a dominant role.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have searched SiC point-defect recombination/kickout paths by using AIMD simulations, CI-NEB, and drag methods. Applying these approaches, we find the minimum energy reaction paths and determine energy barriers of four key point-defect annealing reactions in neutral and correct charge states for both midgap and n-type SiC. Our results generally agree with previous calculations for similar paths, help resolve some apparent discrepancies in the literature, and in a number of cases provide lower activation energy pathways than previously identified. Our barriers are consistent with those estimated from recovery experiments and provide a possible mapping of the basic binary defect reactions onto the SiC recovery stages. In particular, our barriers suggest that the C interstitial and Si antisite kick-out reaction C i + Si C → C C +Si i is a critical mechanism for the recovery stage III and may set the critical temperature to amorphization in SiC.
